ABSTRACT. The aim of this survey article it to show cersain questions concerning nuclear spaces and linear operators in norated spaces lead to questions from geometry of numbers.
out the paper, D is an open n-dimensional ellipsoid in Pi" witit centre at zero and principal semiaxes~...Ã latiice in Pi" is an additive subgroup of Pi" generated by n linearly mdcpendent vectors. Any system of freee generators of a lattice L is called a basis of L. The family of alí latices in Pi" will be denoted by A.,.
Let L be a lattice in Di". Tite set {uEIR':(u,w)GZ foralí WEL} isa lattice, too. We calI it tite polar laitice and denote by L*. We have (L*)* -L For eacb ¡=1 n, we define the ¡-th succesive min¡nium of L witit respect to Das the infimum of alí r>O sucb that dim span (LnrD)~i; we denote titis quantity by XXL,D). The cover¡ng radius of L with respect to D is the infimum of ah r> O such that L+ rD= IR"; it is denoted by g(L,D). We sitalí write XXL) and I4L) instead of ?4L,R.,) and ¡4L,B.,), respectively.
ADDITIVE SUBGROUPS OF NUCLEAR SPACES
It was proved in [5] tbat closed subgroups of nuclear spaces are weakly closed. This result is a direct consequence of tite weak compactness of closed balís in Hilbert spaces and tite following fact:
(LI) Lemma Tbe proof can be found e.g. in [13] , (23.32)(a).
It was proved in [6] that additive subgroups of nuclear spaces are dually embedded. The proof is based on tite following fact: (2.14) of [15] it follows titat b < n" 2 for alí n~1. On tite otiter itand, <1.2) implies titat n
Tite actual order of magnitude of b., for large n is unknown.
(1.5) Remark. Tite main idea of tite proofs of( 1.1) and (¡.4) is very similar to titat of Korkine-Zolotarev bases (cf. tite proof of (2.2) below). Since titose bases are tite main tool in [II] and [15) , titere is no hope to improve tite estimates on a., and b., obtained in [II) and [¡5] by modyfying tite proofs of< 1.1) and (1.4). Witat is more, tite replacement ofballs by ellipsoids always leads to tite worsening of tite constants occuring in tite estimates. Tite reasons are of tecitnical nature; cf. tite proof of (2.7). Titus we may say titat closed subgroups of nuclear spaces are dually closed and dually embedded. Tite Pontryagin duality titeorem for LCA (locally compact abelian) groups implies titat closed subgroups of LCA groups are dually closed and dually embedded. Titese results admit tite following common generalízation.
Let N be tite smallest class of abchan topological groups whicit contains LCA groups and nuclear spaces and is closed witit respect to tite operations of taking subgroups, Hausdorff quotients and arbitrary products. It turns out titat closed subgroups of groups belonging to N are dually closed and dually embedded. Tite proofs are based on (1.1) and (¡.4), respectively; titey will be given in [7] .
(1.7) Remarks. 5. Sidney [17] considered weakly dense subgroups of Banacit spaces. He proved titat ifa Banacit space 2< itas a separable infinite dimensional quotient space., titen 2< contains a weakly dense proper closed subgroup. Problem 2 of [17] is very similar to our Lemma <1. 1). Tite answer to titis problem is negative; titis follows from tite results of [2] and [3] .
Tite positive answer to Problem 1 of [17] was obtained in [3] . It was proved titere titat each infinite dimensional normed space contains a discrete subgroup whicit is weakly dense. Next, it was proved in [2] titat ifa metrizable locally convex space is not nuclear, titen it contains a discrete subgroup witicit is weakly dense in tite linear subspace spanned over it. An easy argument sitows titat such a subgroup cannot be dually embedded.
The proofs of tite results obtained in [2] and [3] are also based on certain inequalities for lattices in Pi~; in titis case, itowever, of tite Minkowski-Hlawka type.
SUCCESIVE MíNIMA
Lagarias, Lenstra and Scitnorr proved in [15] titat, for each LE A., witb n~7, one itas
Tite aim of titis section is to prove the following result: Putting itere~= ... =~.,= 1, we obtain inequalities (1) witit a worse constant on tite right side.
We sitalí begin witit some lemmas. Tite result follows now from (2.2). 0
Proof of (2.1). Fix an arbitrary ¡=1 n. Wc itave to sitow titat (2) is satisfied. Titerefore, wititout loss of generaliíy, we may assume titat 
It is not difficult to see titat <KnN± )* is isometrie to L*ns N1. Consequently, L*n(eJflrB.,) contains at least 1 linearly independent vectors. Titis means that X,(L*,B.,)~e3flr Since AcLnD, we itave Nc span (LnD), whence, by (6),
Consequently, X.,,.,(LSB.,y~XXL*,B.,)~e~/2r. In view ob(S), titis proves (2). 5
Titeorem (2.1) is a new result titough alí tools needed in its proof can be found in [4] , [5] and [6] . Tite proof of(2.2) follows on tite lines of titat of Lernma 4 in [4] . The same idea occurs in [8] ; it is very similar to tite idea of Korkine-Zolotarev bases <cf. (1.5)).
Lemma (2.3) is anotiter form of Lemma 1.2 of [6] . Tite proof of (2.4) is essentially the same as that of Lemma 4 in [5] . Finally, tite argurnent used in the proof of (2.7) can be found in tite proof of Lemma 3 in [4] ; tite idea of applying (2.6) comes brom [5] .
BIORTHOGONALITY
Tite titeory of nuclear groups, presented in [7] <see (1.6)), would undergo a considerable simplification ib it were possible to prove tite bollowing fact:
(31) Conjecture. Itere exist absolute constants c> O and m~N satisfying tite following conditions: ifLe A,, and~Pc~ck'"for k= 1 n, titen titere exists an n-dimensional o-symmetric ellipsoid C in Pi" with B.,c CaD, sucit that L admits a basis whicit is ortitogonal witit respect to tite scalar product defined by C. In view of(2.7), titis implies titat Since~from (9) we get ir~3. Titus, by (14) , (12), (11) and (9), we itave 8' witich contradicts (13) . Titis completes tite proof. O (3.4) Remark. For eacit n = 1,2 let s,, be tite infimum ob alí s>-0 witicit satisfy tite bollowing condition: for each LE A,,, one can find sorne u E L and IVEL* with (u,w)=1 and //u#~//w#~s. From (3.3) we get~A JTn'~. For large n, a rnuch better estimate can be obtained. Let y,, 's be Hermite's constants (see [9] , 38.1). Denote c= hm sup n-'y.,.
It was pointed out to tite autitor by H.W. Lenstra, Jr. titat Titeorem <2.14) of [15] implies titat s, c (c/3 + o(1))n>~as n -. oca. From tite result of Kabat'yanskií and Leven~tein [14] it follows titat c<cO.872/Qre). Titus s.,c40.034+o (1) )n' 0 as n-.oo.
(3.5) Remark. lor eacit n = 1,2 let z., be tite infimum ob alí z> O witit tite following proper y: for eacit LE A.,, one can find some u,,..., u,, E L and
